1983 chevy k5 blazer

Make Chevrolet. Model Blazer. Truck has aprox.. The rear differential rebuilt with stronger later
model axles. New master cylinder and power steering pump. Have extra set of glow plugs. Good
tires The interior is rough, seats are ok. Straight body, No bondo or dents. Truck gets 21mpg.
Also have a banks turbo charger which would need a different exhaust manifold to go with it. I
have a extra transfer case and front 4wd axle to go with it if wanted. All glass is good. Truck has
a clean nevada title. Bought a newer blazer so am selling this one. NOTE: Some of the dates on
pictures are wrong as the pics were just taken and just rims and tires as pictured go with truck
no hubs. I started redoing this for my wife and i to cruise around in on the weekends. She got
sick went in the hospital now she is disabled and unable to get in it. I dont have time or money
to do anything else to it. It has a new motor put in it in prob only has about 8k miles on it. It runs
great for an old truck. Your search ends here with this Blazer in very good condition! Chevy
motor Bored Out 30 Over with synthetic oil! Turbo Transmission with new oil and transmission
filter! No accidents and nonsmoking. All maintenance records available upon request. Do not
miss your chance to own it! Make it yours today! Title in hand, Upgraded sound system, Very
clean interior. Make GMC. Model Jimmy. Up for sale is a nice almost complete GMC Jimmy. The
Jimmy is a with a front end. All metal on the body has been replaced with the exception of the
tail gate. The only rust on the entire truck is the tailgate, which is probably the easiest part to
replace. All body panels have been replaced with new parts. The truck is lifted 12" all
suspension no blocks or body lift. The motor is a built matched to a built R4 automatic
transmission. There are disc brakes all around. The truck starts and drives fine, it is not a show
truck and does need a little TLC. I purchased the truck as a project and just don't have the time
to complete it. I have a brand new black side mirrors it currently does not have side mirrors ,
and a front drive shaft. The front drive shaft is not connected to the transfer case, the
crossmember below the transfer case has to be modified to install the front driveshaft due to
the angles from the lift. The interior is in good shape, carpet is newer and seats are in good
shape. This is a strong running truck and would be a great bogging truck with a little work.
Please fee free to contact me should you have any questions. This Blazer has had a lot of
improvements. I will list as many as I can. If the item says New it is new. I spent a lot of money
on this vehicle. So here goes: New items: Windshield, Heater core, Shocks and Steer stabilizer,
Power Steering pump, Carpet, Floor trim, Window tint, Seat Covers but worn some , dash cover,
front brake calipers and pads, all seals in the rear end, transmission rear seal, pinion bearing,
axle bearings, rear U-joint, transmission filter, fluid, gasket, transmission modulator,
transmission cooler, chrome valve covers and gaskets, tail light lens, side marker light lens,
interior cab lights lens and LED bulbs, belts, new Freon and ac is cold!!!! Production began
alongside the larger K5 Blazer and Jimmy in and lasted through when it was replaced with the
Chevrolet TrailBlazer. The Blazer was one of the most popular sport utility vehicles of its time
helping the port utility vehicles or SUV become a household name. Disclaimer: Prices on used
cars for sale here exclude vehicle registration, title fees and taxes. Vehicles are subject to prior
sale and may no longer be available. Please check with the seller for more information. Relisting
due to a non-paying bidder. High bidder turned the Blazer done becasue of the temp gauage not
working, tailgate being hard to open and a few other little things. If these are things that concern
you please ask before making an Offer. This would be a good hunting Blazer or weekend toy.
The truck was only driven back and forth to local shows. Just installed New Chrome fuel pump,
anodized fuel filter, battery, battery cables, battery switch, chrome thermostat housing, and gas
tank drained and cleaned. I have personally owned this truck since I rebuilt and showed the
truck throughout the 90's and it has been garage kept since. Needs a good polishing. KC lights
are currently not wired. The windshield wipers do not work. Has a few nicks here and there but
no dents or other damage. Has a truck tailgate. I do have the original hard top but it has a
broken window. Watch the YouTube video of a close up and of the motor starting and running!
The Chevrolet Blazer was one of the most popular SUVs for five consecutive decades, though
its name was shared by two completely unrelated model lines the bigger K5 Blazer and the
smaller, more common S Blazer. Chevy continued to produce the K5 Blazers through , after
which it rechristened these vehicles with the Tahoe name. In Chevrolet started to call another
one of its products the Blazer -- the "S Blazer. The second-generation Chevrolet Blazer was
produced from to The two-door version was sold throughout the model run, but the four-door
was discontinued after , with fleet sales continuing through ' This generation's mechanicals
were largely consistent throughout its lifetime. Under the hood was a 4. It was typically
connected to a four-speed automatic, though a five-speed manual transmission was available
on two-door models. Rear-wheel drive and four-wheel drive versions were offered. The base
model started with little more than a radio, air-conditioning and antilock brakes. The LS added
the features most consumers expected: power windows and locks, tilt steering, a folding rear
seat and cruise control. The luxurious four-door-only LT upgraded to leather upholstery, a

power driver seat, a more deluxe stereo and an overhead console. In reviews the Chevrolet
Blazer was found to be quick thanks to its robust V6 , fun to drive around town, comfortable to
ride in and decently capable off-road. Thanks for looking and we hope to see you soon!
Beautiful k30 chevy cucv m military pickup. New military paint inside and out with correct
camouflage pattern. This truck is all original military black out lights, volt system, 6. Make
Toyota. Model Camry. My Camry runs great, I've driven it 15k miles since last year. It has a few
small door dings, and some minor scuffs on the bumpers but is overall a very nice car. If you
have a specific question about it don't hesitate to ask, but please do not bid unless you know
how to attain paperwork in another state other than California or you want to use it for parts.
Thanks and Good Luck! Impala bel air belair Bucket Seats back seat backseats backseat front
bench seat benchseat vent trim cover speaker logo powerglide power glide 65 water pump 2
barrel carb. Make Pontiac. Model GTO. It also has Longtube headers, free flowing dual exhuast
and cat converter delete these 3 items being not legal for on-road use in CA , it is loud Fitted
with an aftermarket hurst shifter, it is very comfortable to shift, and really moves out if you
choose to do so. If you want to smog this car in CA, then the headers will need to be replaced
with smog legal ones and catalytic converters will need to be installed I would trust her to drive
anywhere in the country. I just put brand new tires on the front only miles on them , there are no
check lights on the dash and it'll get in the low to mid 20's mpg if you keep your foot out of it.
Comes with a clean and clear CA title in my name and ready for transfer. Brooklyn, NY.
Bakersfield, CA. Commerce City, CO. Elk Grove, CA. North Kingstown, RI. Chester Twp, NJ.
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Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Skip to main content. Email
to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing
has ended. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. This amount is
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morgan Seller's other items. Have you ever ordered sushi at the International House of
Pancakes? You're likely to receive a blank stare or a furrowed brow in reply. Rick Curcio, on the
other hand, would probably get his order filled. Why is this? Rick persuaded Total Chaos
Fabrication, famous for long-travel A-arm suspension systems, to build his solid-axle
leaf-sprung Chevy Blazer. Rick's request wasn't a random one. I drove it hard for a long time
and I broke almost everything on that truck except for the Total Chaos kit. I'm really happy with
how the truck works. After years of scheming and dreaming he happened across a clean '83 K-5
and decided his time had come. He had the K-5 Blazer and he had a plan. He just needed
someone to perform the build. Total Chaos immediately came to mind. Right about this time, T.
Rick, a contractor, immediately came to mind. The three met up. Rick knew he held an ace, and
it was time to lay it down. Matt, sensing Rick wasn't bluffing, countered "I won't build you a
typical Blazer If I build this, it's gonna be a Chaos version! An agreement was reached, and the
Blazer's transformation commenced. He trusted us to do a good job and didn't pressure us. I
wouldn't say we'd never do a build like this again, but it took a pretty unique situation for us to
go ahead with it. The Blazer was built as an all-around machine: something that could go
throttle-down through the sand washes as well as creep through rock-strewn canyons.
Four-wheel drive was retained, as were the solid front and rear axles. A full roll cage was built to
keep the occupants safe and the Blazer intact through the rough. Suspension parts from
Deaver, Light Racing, and Fox made sure that the ride was as smooth as it was controlled. With
time on Total Chaos's side, Matt was able to keep up with production and development on T. A
year and a half later, the K-5 was a faster, smoother, tougher, and safer version of its former
self. The Turnkey engine and Atlas transfer case have been great, too. Matt's skill and attention
to detail are just awesome. It wasn't on the menu, but Rick still got his order filled. Sounds like

an ace well played. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 7. A compact version
of the Blazer was based on the S pickup and built from to It is the more economical sibling to
the GMC Jimmy. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller. The
vehicle has been garage kept and driven on a limited basis. It was custom restored from late
Auction Vehicle. Gateway Classic Cars of St. Louis is excited to present this total custom
Chevrolet K10 Blazer Dealership Showcased. Complete Pictures including undercarriage and
Video at This Blazer K5 Resto-Mod is the product of over 1, hours invested in a complete
frame-off b Contact Seller. This Chevrolet Blazer Xtreme is attractive for far more than its
distinct style. After all, th Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a
recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was
garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
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